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Product Details Manuals &amp; Support Reviews Q &amp; A Related Products Description The platinum pump with LED light is an upgrade to the standard pump that comes with the well. This pump allows you to turn the LED light on and off with the convenient switch on the cable to ensure that you and
your pets can see the fountain at night. This pump has a 90-day warranty. Features Compatible with Drinkwell Platinum Fountain Manuals &amp; Support 1-866-738-4379 Mo. - Fri. 8am - 8pm Sat. 9am - 5pm ET Free Phone Support Online HelpDatabase Step-by-Step Instructions Shop &gt; Pet
Fountains &gt; Drink®well &gt; Platinum® Pet Fountain, LED Product Details Manuals &amp; Support Reviews Q &amp; A Related Products Description The PetSafe® Drinkwell® Platinum Pet Fountain gives your dog 168 ounces of fresh water. The activated carbon filter removes bad tastes and odours,
while the free-falling water stream encourages your pet to drink more. An LED light illuminates the water reservoir with a simple switch and ensures that you and your pets can see the fountain in the dark. The built-in reservoir increases capacity and facilitates refilled. The rubber feet on the underside of
the well prevent slipping and tilting. PetSafe® brand is here to help you and your pet live happily together™. Features LED Night Light - An LED light illuminates the water reservoir with a simple switch, make sure you and your pets can see the drinking fountain in the dark large water reservoir - 168
ounces / 1.3-gallon water capacity is ideal for pets of all sizes or multiple pets filtered water - Contains interchangeable carbon water filters, The bad tastes and smells removed, keep water fresh Less mines - Built-in reservoir increases capacity and extends the time between refilling your well Adjustable
current - The adjustable flow function allows you to easily clean the water flow for your pet - Well is BPA free and safe to wash on the top rack of your dishwasher Manuals &amp; Support 1-866-738-4379 Mo. - Fri. 8am-8pm Sat 9am - 5pm ET Free phone support online help database step-by-step guides
Top reviews The latest top reviews There are 0 reviews and 0 reviews of Australia eBay item number:264839644582 seller takes all responsibility for this offer. Last Updated On Dec 14, 2020 11:02:51 PST View all revisions 168 ounce water capacity is ideal for pets of all sizesFree-falling water stream
with adjustable river lures pets to drinkMore interchangeable carbon water filter, the poor and smells removed, keep water freshBuilt-in LED night light illuminates the water reservoir for easy viewingOn and off switch controls the LED night lightBPA-Free plastic design is top shelf dishwasher safeCall, chat
or email with our expert US-based customer care specialists six days a week; You are waiting to help you and your pet with your product needsPetSafe® brand Leading U.S. manufacturer of pet behavior, containment and lifestyle products since 1991, helps millions of people and pets every year The
PetSafe Drinkwell Platinum Pet Fountain provides 168 ounces (1.3 gal) fresh, filtered water for your pet. The free-falling water stream with adjustable flow control attracts pets to drink more. This well has a built-in reservoir to increase capacity and facilitate refilling. The replaceable activated carbon filter
removes bad tastes and odours from the water and keeps it fresh. Built-in LED night light pump brightens the water reservoir for easy viewing. Top reviews The latest top reviews Healthier water for a healthier pet. Clean, filtered water keeps pets hydrated and feels at ease. Fountainins in size for small
kittens to large packs. Buy now Give your pet clean, filtered water in each dish. Replace now every 2-4 weeks. Subscribe &amp; save with auto ship! Buy spare parts for Drinkwell® wells now. Now 80% of your pet's body is made of water, while humans only consist of 60% water. Cats love to drink from
taps and showers. Running water beats standing water. Dogs drink from toilet bowls and puddles when their water bowl is dirty or empty. Filtered water encourages pets to drink more and stay hydrated. Keep your pet feeling best! PetSafe® Drinkwell pet fountains keep your pet hydrated with filtered,
fresh-tasting water. The free-falling streams keep water that tastes clean and fresh, and encourage your pet to drink more. The moving water also inhibits bacterial growth, and the wells are dishwasher safe for easy cleaning. Veterinarians know how important hydration is to maintain healthy kidney and
urinary tract function. Pets that are prone to urinary tract infections, crystals or obstructions need to drink plenty of water to prevent health problems. Shop Fountains Removes bad tastes and smells to remove water-tasting fresh carbon from organic coconut shells to Keep Water Clean, Clear, &amp;
Fresh Hundreds of Pieces Granuled Carbon Constantly Filter Water Traps Large Particles, Hair, &amp; Dirt from Water Interchangeable Filters Last 2-4 Weeks for The Great Tasting Water Shop Fountains Modern Cat Magazine Fave Finds Award 2014 Pet Business Industry Recognition Award 2014
Avalon and Pagota Fountains Cat Choice Editor Fancy's Choice Award 2012 Pet Products International News International Editor's Choice Awards 2011 Dog Fancy Editor's Choice Award 2007 Pet Products News Editor's Choice Awards 2009 I have the Drinkwell Fountain for my Burman and she
absolutely loves it. I had previously tried to give away the cheaper other named wells and in the end. You are absolutely the best and I consistently recommend your excellent product to all my friends in the USA who love their furbabies. - Kathryn H. Our cats love their well and it keeps them from the and
out of the sinks! - Michelle M., Indiana I love my latest Drinkwell Fountain. So did my cat... People think I'm crazy when I tell them that my cat has a water fountain. I think they're crazy because they don't always give their pet fresh water. Thank you for the time and research used in this product. - Kimbrie
N., South Carolina Our cat loves the Drinkwell! His kidney values have come into normal and we are happy. - Joyce S., Florida I own a Drinkwell Pet Fountain and am very, very happy with it. My cats especially love it because their water is always fresh and clean. The fountain encourages them to drink
simply because of the movement of the water. - Jan H., Alaska With a water capacity of 3.5 gallons, durable plastic shell and dual filtration system, the Drinkwell Outdoor Dog Fountain is perfect for outdoor use or multi-dog houses. Now replace well filters with activated charcoal keep your pet's water taste
fresh by filtering out bad tastes and smells. Pre-filters catch hair and dirt, keep the water clean and extend the life of the well. Now create ready-made table of contents navigation library payment at the inbox, allows the user to automatically create standard invoices for the payment of goods based on
receipt transactions. Invoices are created with a combination of goods receipt and order information, eliminates double manual data entry and ensures accurate and timely data processing. Payment at the entrance is also known as Evaluated Receipt Settlement (ERS) and Self Billing. Automatically create
invoices with multiple items and distribution lines, and include sales tax. You determine which vendors participate in the payment at the inbox and enforce matching rules to ensure that the correct payments are made to the suppliers. The amount on the invoice is determined by multiplying the received
quantity by the purchase order item unit price. The payment terms on the invoice are in default from the payment terms of the order. The payment currency is displayed by default from the vendor site. Sales tax is calculated based on the tax codes on each purchase order line. If the Alternative Pay site is
populated for the vendor site that is used in the purchase order, the invoice created is for the Alternative Pay Site, otherwise the vendor site is used in the purchase order. The vendor site used for the invoice must be defined as a pay site. Pre-shipment notifications with billing information are automatically
used for Advance Notices (ASNs) that contain invoice information when they have been successfully validated in the receiving open interface after they have been sent by your vendor. You do not need to receive an ASN with invoice information for the payment to automatically generate an invoice at the
receipt. Debit Memos Return And Incoming Transactions do not automatically generate debit receipts once an invoice with payment has been generated at the goods receipt. Invoices with multiple items and multiple distribution lines create a single invoice for one or more items as long as the items have



not been invoiced beforeand the purchase order has been reconciled. When you create an invoice from the receipt transaction and the purchase order, you can create an invoice for all items ordered and received. For a partial delivery or multiple delivery dates, you can create multiple invoices for a single
purchase order. If your purchase order contains multiple distribution lines, you can also create an invoice in Oracle Payables with the same multiple distribution lines. If you create multiple distribution lines for invoices with partial receipt quantities, the AutoInvoice payment on receipt application either
orders the charges on all purchase order distribution lines (for the received item) or uses the FIFO method when you use cascading receipts. After the invoice is created, you can make changes to the invoice distribution according to the current Oracle Payables system functionality. Note: Return and
receipt adjustment transactions do not automatically generate debit memos once an invoice with payment has been generated at the receipt. Oracle Payables enforces three- or four-way matching when you specify three or four ways for the Invoice Matching site option. When matching with three modes,
it is checked whether the purchase order, invoice, and receipt of information match within the accepted tolerance levels. Three-way matching is available with the Receipt Required purchase option. The four-way matching checks that the purchase order, invoice, check, and receipt of information match
within the accepted tolerance levels. A four-way matching is available with the Inspection Required purchasing option. Oracle Payables requires that you approve invoices before you post or pay them. Approvals can be handled interactively or in the batch process. Any deviations and/or adjustments must
be handled manually via the appropriate online shopping, receipt and/or payables windows. Create invoices that include sales tax You can generate a purchase order matching invoice that contains sales tax for the invoices that you create with a receipt transaction in combination with a purchase order. If
an invoice that was created from a receipt transaction and a purchase order that you want to include sales tax, you must first enter the tax status Yes and a tax name in the Purchase Order Shipment zone. If there is no entered, an invoice tax item is invoice disenteral tax item Created. The tax amount for
the tax distribution line is calculated by multiplying the quantity received by the price for the purchase order by the tax rate associated with the tax name. According to the current Oracle purchasing functionality, you cannot create multiple tax lines per individual purchase order delivery lines, because only
one tax name can be assigned to each purchase order line. All additional taxes can be added manually in the Distributions in Liabilities window. You can also create tax distribution lines based on the tax type of each distribution: If the tax type of the distribution is Sales, a tax distribution line is created for
each taxable invoice distribution. The Settlement Tax Payout distribution line is created when the following conditions are met: The tax code specified in the purchase order corresponds to the tax code that is specified on the vendor payroll site. The adjustment tax code is specified at the supplier wage
location. If the control type is Use, no tax distribution is created. Create Scheduled Payments The invoicing program automatically creates a scheduled payment for each invoice based on the payment of terms and the invoice terms date. After the invoice is created, you can use the Scheduled Payments
window to change due dates and change cash discount and cash discount amounts. Define payment information at the receipt You can enter vendor information in the Vendor and Vendor Sites windows to determine which of your suppliers are eligible for payment at the receipt and that their invoices are
automatically created using the AutoInvoice Payment on Receipt program. You can also specify an alternative payment site for payments if the vendor's payment location address is different from the purchase address. For invoices that have been created based on receipt transactions, you can set up
invoice consolidation levels for a single payroll site. You also define the default payment currency in the Suppliers and Supplier Sites window. See Also Purchasing Region of Suppliers and Vendor Locations WindowCreate invoices with different invoice summary levels based on the vendor site setup The
level of invoice consolidation determines how an invoice is created for each execution of the Payment on Document AutoInvoice program. For invoices that have been created based on receipt transactions, set up invoice consolidation levels for a single payroll site in the Supplier Locations window. The
levels are: 'Pay Site' -- per an invoice is created. 'Packing Slip' -- An invoice is created per delivery note per supplier payment site. Receipt - An invoice is created per document per vendor payment site. Invoice numbers are created based on the summary level. The invoice number is in the following
format: 'ERS'-&lt; X &gt;-&lt; Seq' &gt; where: - Seq' is a unique system-generated number. - X depends on the summary. Off. - if summary level = Pay site then X = invoice date - if summary level = packing slip then X = packing slip number - if summary level = receipt level then X = Send receipt number
on receipt AutoInvoice program The program payment on access AutoInvoice automatically creates an invoice batch depending on the AP system option. The number of invoices and the invoice amount are calculated automatically. Prerequisite: Verify that the documents you are interested in have been
created successfully before you run this program. You can do this by searching for reception in the Summary of Receiving Transactions window.   To perform the evaluation of the document settlement: 1. Navigate to the Send requests window. 2. Select requests as type. 3. Choose Pay on Receipt
AutoInvoice as the name. 4. Select the transaction source ERS. 5. Enter a commit interval. The commit interval is a numeric representation of the number of invoices that have been evaluated before they are committed. For example.B a commit interval of 10 after 10 invoices have been processed, they
are committed. If you then process another 5 and the process fails, only 5 is not committed. 6. Optionally enter a receive number. Note: If the receive number is null, the program attempts to process all receipts that have not been successfully invoiced. If you enter a receipt number, only this receipt is
processed. 7. Select OK to start the process.          Previous Next Contents Index Navigation Glossary Library Library
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